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Professional Books of Interest
EDITED BY JOE LUBIG, N. SUZANNE STANDERFORD,

&

SUE SZCZEPANSKI

NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
A sure sign of the warmth of summer-birds busy in the trees. Summer is a sign that another school year has
come to an end, and, in many ways, a new kind of busy takes hold. The final stage when teachers begin to take
stock of the progress their students have made and reflect on their practice by asking, "Are my students where
I want them to be?" or "What went well?" or "Where do l need to make changes." It can also be a time teachers
begin to lament; "I wish I would have ... " or "Next year I will do a better job of.... "
We hope the following reviews will give you the spark to think renewal, a time for growth in your practice, a
time to explore and connect or maybe just to reaffirm the beliefs you currently hold so true to your heart-the
beliefs that lead your students to the path of becoming fluent readers and writers.
This, our last issue as editors for the Professional Books of Interest column, offers a wide array of reviews.
Erin Donovan and Cindy Flatt will explore what responsive literacy coaching entails. Kelly Hoffman will
examine research-based approaches to teaching students language arts skills while fostering literacy independence. Joe Routhier will explore why adolescent students don't read and write like some of their peers.
Patricia Miilu takes a fresh look at teaching comprehension with her review of the latest edition of Mosaic
of Thought. Joleen Loren's review uncovers a book that gives valuable information about adolescence and
adolescent learning styles. So, as the birds return and summer unfolds enjoy your time to relax, reflect, and
re-energize for next year.

Responsive Literacy Coaching: Tools for Creating and Sustaining Purposeful Change by Cheryl Dozier; 2006;
Portland, Maine: Stenhouse Publishers. $18.00; ISBN: 978-15711-463-2; 192 pp.
BY ERIN DONOVAN AND CINDY FLATT

The International Reading Association states that
"literacy coaching is currently a hot topic in education and is considered 'a powerful intervention with
great potential' to increase student achievement"
(2004, p. 3). In Responsive Literacy Coaching: Tools
for Creating and Sustaining Purposeful Change,
Cheryl Dozier argues that "at its best, literacy coaching is responsive, collegial, thoughtful, thought-provoking, deliberate, reflective, and transferable." (p.3)
This model for literacy coaching considers criteria for
literacy coaching and professional development as
outlined by the International Reading Association.

Responsive Literacy Coaching is written in a friendly,
practical format. A realistic vignette begins nearly
every chapter as an introduction to illustrate a central topic. From there, Dozier offers the reader tools
that literacy coaches can use to facilitate their work.
Chapters close with conversational prompts and
suggestions for teachers' and administrators' guidance and reflection. Dozier offers practical strategies
for fulfilling the faceted responsibilities of literacy
coaching. She includes ideas for sharing literacy
lives, making positive language choices, and developing skills that lead to powerful teaching decisions.
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Other chapters focus on working with administrators
and families, understanding assessment issues, and
sustaining change over time.
Questions are the strongest method used to elicit
responsive conversations and thinking, and they
are scattered throughout the text. When prompting
colleagues to rethink instructional practices, Dozier
uses questions that are artfully created causing the
teacher to consider more deeply where she wants
to go and how to get there. Dozier believes in trusting the talent and expertise of educators. Helping
teachers and administrators reflect upon their own
strengths and abilities leads to a vibrant teaching
and learning environment.
Just as teachers know the power of creating positive
relationships with students and crafting a caring,
safe environment for learning, the literacy coach
employs similar techniques. "This book offers parallel goals for coaches to engage teachers and for
teachers to, in turn, engage students" (p. 10). Every
encounter the literacy coach has with a teacher is
deliberate with an agenda for each meeting, whether
with an entire group or an individual. The author's
techniques are designed to be replicated in the class-
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room. For example, drawing from Regie Routman's
work (2005), Dozier asked coaches to write about an
experience in their schooling that changed them as
learners in a positive or negative way. This writing
exercise put the teachers in their students' shoes
by asking them to write to a prompt. Some teachers
shared nervously while others appreciated being able
to share only a portion. All of them noticed there was
a range of ways the task was attacked. The teachers
then engaged in conversation about the applications
for the classroom.
Dozier constantly pulls the positive out of situations
when working with educators. For example, she recommends beginning each session with celebrations,
including such things as taking note of the many
instructional practices that have gone well, identifying ways that children are learning literacy components in their classrooms, and sharing research that

verifies teaching strategies. She led them to realize
that what might seem small oftentimes leads to
sustained change.
This author never expects the literacy coach to be the
expert, rather a co-learner or "knowledgeable other"
whose work focuses on student improvement in reading and writing. Literacy coaches will want to add
this book to their collection as an excellent reminder
that while "developing relationships is at the heart of
responsive teaching, it is also at the heart of responsive literacy coaching"(page 13).

Erin Donovan and Cindy Flatt are elementary
literacy coaches for Marquette Area Public
Schools.
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Routman, R. (2005). Writing essentials. Portsmouth,
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The Daily 5: Fostering Literacy Independence in the Elementary Grades by Gail Boushey and Joan Moser; 2006;
Portland, Maine: Stenhouse Publishers. $15.00; ISBN: 157-11042-91; 128 pp.
BY KELLY HOFFMAN

The Daily 5 written by Gail Boushey and Joan
Moser, "the sisters," is a book written by teachers, for
teachers, with a research-based approach to teaching students language arts skills. The philosophy
behind the ideas in the book came from the authors'
frustrations with traditional learning centers as a
way for students to practice language arts skills.
Both authors felt that their literacy learning centers
were not doing the job. They felt they were spending
more time re-directing and keeping the students on
task than teaching, with only a small portion of their
classroom population actually benefiting from the
learning center activities. After much observation
and research, Boushey and Moser decided on five
activities that, if used daily, would improve student
achievement in language arts. Dubbed "The Daily
5," these activities take the place of traditional
literacy centers, are student-directed, foster much
independence, and are easily incorporated into the
classroom.
The text is easy to read, includes sensible ideas, and
is written in "teacher talk." New teachers would
benefit from reading this step-by-step instructions
on setting classroom tone, establishing good habits
among the students, and creating a community of
learners. Veteran teachers looking for new ideas
may find these fresh and exciting. The authors lay
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out a full plan for incorporating The Daily 5 into
a new classroom as well as an already established
one. They neatly script how to best introduce the
concepts to students from early through later
elementary. They outline the pitfalls and suggest
how to deal with challenges. The Daily 5 includes
focus lessons with answers to frequently asked
questions.
One concept I found hard to embrace was the amount
of independence the students were allowed. According to the authors, this is an extremely important
component to the success of The Daily 5 approach.
After reading and trusting the authors' advice on
how to promote student independence, I now believe
in the importance of incorporating more selfdirection into my classroom. This has allowed me to
give my students the freedom to choose topics that
matter.
This year I worked to incorporate the ideas of the
sisters into my own classroom at my own comfort
level. Though allowing kindergartners the freedom
the authors stated was necessary, I gradually
adapted my own learning centers by adding ideas
from The Daily 5. I found that teaching each skill to
the whole class before expecting independent use of
it in a learning center worked well. This approach
assured that students understood the strategies as
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they applied them. I found I was not scrambling
for center ideas each week and the students really
enjoyed the centers while deepening their understanding of the strategies.

Kelly Hoffman teachers kindergarten in
Brimley, Ml, and has been named the 2008
Outstanding Graduate Student in Elementary
Education for Northern Michigan University.

Going With the Flow: How to Engage Boys (and Girls) in Their Literacy Learning by Michael W. Smith and
Jeffrey D. Wilhelm; 2006; Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. $21.00; ISBN: 978-0-325-00643-7; 172 pp.
BY JOE ROUTHIER

The first word that came to me when I reflected
on Going With the Flow: How to Engage Boys (and
Girls) in Their Literacy Learning is practical. l
looked it up and found synonyms like: grounded,
down-to-earth, realistic, and workable. I found
it ironic that this also described most industrial
education teachers whom I know. Whether they are
discussing shop tools or professional development,
what industrial education teachers (and probably
most other teachers) really want is information they
can use-and use now. Unlike their colleagues in
some of the core curriculum classes, wood and metal
shops have little or no theory in their content. What
they teach every day is information that is functional
and experiential. This is where Going With the Flow
really stands out as an insightful and useful book.
Rest assured, however, that Going with Flow is not
a book that addresses issues only relevant to shop
classes. Instead, it confronts obstacles that are
specific to adolescent boys and girls outside the academic mainstream. It takes an intense look at why
some students don't read and write as well as some
of their peers, and it does so using strong research
and student-based feedback. To me, a practical shop
teacher, this is incredibly appealing.
Smith and Wilhelm take time to give the reader an
overview of some the lessons they learned in their
2002 book, Reading Don't Fix No Chevys. Having not
read that book (yet), I found the summary of Chevys
informative and a well-done lead-in to the beginning
of Going With the Flow. They review research by
Csikszentmihalyi (1990) using student stories and
quotes to substantiate their work. These stories and
quotes made immediate connections with things I
have heard in my own classroom and began building
a trust between the authors and me, their reader.
From there, Smith and Wilhelm cite Csikszentmihalyi's research often throughout the book citing
his definition of flow experiences as those "in which
people are so involved in an activity that nothing else
seems to matter" (p. 2). Most of us have experienced
this feeling or have had the pleasure of seeing it in
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our own students. Csikszentmihalyi pointed to four
main components of the flow experience: a sense of
control and competence, a challenge that requires an
appropriate level of skill, clear goals and feedback,
and a focus on the immediate experience. Smith
and Wilhelm go further and add the need for social
interaction in learning.
While Smith and Wilhelm draw on research from
Dewey, Vygotsky's, and Bourdieu they also rely
heavily on their interactions with the boys in their
study. They do not try to give us a list of books that
might appeal to the adolescent age group and they
do not give us narrow-minded examples. What they
do is listen to their focus group of boys and walk
us through some lesson development that can be
adapted to all subjects by using the aspects of the
flow experience. Smith and Wilhelm ask the reader
to reframe lessons around a "driving question." They
ask us to reconsider our assessment methods and
to add a social component to many of our units of
study. They show us, through student interviews and
research, just how important it is to make our learning authentic and applicable to real world issues.
In the end, I found a parallel between what I wanted
as a teacher reviewing a book and what a student
wants in a lesson. I wanted to choose the book (a
sense of control). I didn't want to be buried in data I
could not understand or reading that was beyond my
comprehension (an appropriate challenge). I wanted
help with my resistant readers and writers (a clear
goal), and I wanted suggestions I could use right
away (immediate feedback).
Students are really no different from teachers.
Consider your last professional development day and
ask yourself if you enjoyed what you learned (if you
learned anything at all). If you didn't, chances are
the development didn't hit one or more of the aspects
of the flow experience. Our students aren't wrong to
want relevant lessons in reading and writing. How
fortunate for you and me that Going with the Flow is
a practical, easy-to-read book to help us get there.
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Joe Routhier is tech liaison and teacher
consultant for the Upper Peninsula Writing
Project and a CADD/Manufacturing Teacher
at Gwinn High School. He received the Gwinn
Education Association's Outstanding Person in
Education Award for 2008.

References:
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Mosaic of Thought: The Power of Comprehension Strategy Instruction 2 nd Edition, by Ellin Oliver Keene and
Susan Zimmermann; 2007; Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. $29.50; ISBN: 978-0-325-01035-9; 312 pp.
BY PATRICIA MIILU

Ellin Oliver Keene and Susan Zimmerman wrote
the book I have been searching for: the book that
would provide me with everything I need to teach
comprehension strategies effectively to my thirdgrade classroom. Mosaic of Thought: The Power of
Comprehension Strategy Instruction, 2 nd edition,
offers suggestions on how to teach strategies such
as monitoring and revising comprehension, using
schema, questioning, inference-making, imaging,
determining importance, and synthesizing. Mosaic
creatively provides word-by-word discussions for
classrooms at the primary, intermediate, and middle
school levels.
The book uses various comprehension strategies
as its organizing format, making it possible to read
selected chapters or the entire book. Each chapter
begins with a reading selection. This introduces
the reader to a comprehension strategy. Keene and
Zimmerman explain how to use the strategy when
reading the featured literature selection. This is a
great way to bring the reader into the book as an
active and engaged learner. The authors use the text
itself to model the strategies we can use with our
students.

reader with a plethora of ideas on how to implement
instruction immediately and appropriately into the
classroom. Among the appendixes in the book are
ideas on how to incorporate comprehension strategies across the curriculum in reading, writing, math,
and research. Also included is a rubric that either a
young student or adult learner could use to assess
his use of each strategy.
I set this book down grateful for the many realistic
and valuable pieces of information for teaching reading in the K-8 classroom. Selfishly, I want more from
these authors. Having additional resources focused
on the effectiveness of these strategies at each of
the primary, intermediate, and middle school levels
would allow for a deeper understanding of comprehension. After reading this second edition of Keene
and Zimmerman's Mosaic of Thought, I eagerly look
forward to their next edition.
I would highly recommend this book for both new
and veteran teachers. Having over a decade of teaching experience, I found new and innovative ways to
teach comprehension strategies to students at all
levels.

Patricia Miilu is a third-grade teacher at K.I.
Sawyer School in Gwinn MI.

Entwined throughout Mosaic of Thought are
easy-to-understand lists and tables providing the

Adolescent Literacy: Turning Promise into Practice by K. Beers, R.E. Probst, & L. Rief (Eds.). (2007). Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, ISBN 978-0-325-01128-8, $29.50, 432pp.
BY JOLEEN LORENS

Adolescence can be a confusing time for both
students and the adults who work with them. Adolescent Literacy: Turning Promise into Practice helps
to alleviate some of this confusion, that is, when the
confusion pertains to literacy. The rest of adolescence
remains a mystery.
When a group of talented authors collaborate to
create a text, it could and should be assumed the text
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will be a substantive "wealth of knowledge." That
it is. Each author presents information based on
experiences working with adolescents. The problems
encountered, along with motivating teaching ideas
adaptable to most teaching situations, are included
throughout the text. When reading through Adolescent Literacy, you can hear each author's voice
within the lessons provided. While each author has a
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different voice, the voices are unified in sending the
same messages. Messages of inspiration, intrigue,
motivation, and best practices are found throughout
the text.
While each of the authors provides high-quality
lessons and examples, the text is not one to be read
in a single evening. Adolescent Literacy is more of a
resource for use in a graduate secondary education
class or for an individual seeking personal motivation or professional development. If you are looking
for a quick read in a narrative format, this would
not be the book to read. However, if you are looking
for vocabulary lessons; ideas to teach non-fiction;
and ways to incorporate narratives, poetry and other
essential curricular writing in all subject areas, this
is the book for you.

Adolescent Literacy is divided into sections by author
lessons and subject area. Sections include: rethinking teaching reading skills; focusing on English
language learners and underachieving students;
rethinking composition skills; and teaching using
multiple technologies. These sections help the reader
locate a specific topic and further examine the area
by reading each author's lessons and examples.
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At the end of the text, you will find templates of
examples used throughout the book.
As I was reading, I was inspired to take notes to
improve the lessons I currently teach, as well as
to note new lessons. The authors offer tips to help
students open up through written expression in a
variety of genres. They also list qualities of good
readers and writers. Their examples helped me to
think about teaching my students individually and
collectively. I was able to better understand their
individual strengths and weaknesses, so important
to individualizing instruction.

Adolescent Literacy is a well-written, well-planned
book packed with valuable information about adolescence and adolescent learning styles. It allows
for easy navigation through its many lessons, while
adolescence remains a joyful, somewhat mysterious
challenge.

Joleen Lorens teaches sixth grade at Gilbert
School in Gwinn, Michigan, and was named
Outstanding Graduate Student in the Master,s
Degree Program for Reading Teachers K-8 at
Northern Michigan University for 2008.
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